LACK OF PIPELINE

**DISCOVER**
- Lack of information on climate risks, and impact on and opportunities for business and supply chains, at landscape level.
- Lack of good corporate stewardship and regulation.

**STRUCTURE**
- Lack of capacity and initiative to translate climate risks into business risks and response options.

**DEVELOP**
- Lack of legal, technical, financing expertise to produce high-quality climate and development relevant investment propositions.

**FINANCE**
1. Perceived risk and reward imbalance of investing in climate and development projects.
2. Limited access to capital.

**POST FINANCING**
- Lack of business capacity and incentives to ensure community, environment and inclusion benefits.

Causing lack of bankable projects
Causing too high financing costs, few deals reaching financial close
Causing lack of attention for E&S issues and inclusiveness
€160M | FOUR ORGANISATIONS, THREE FACILITIES

- CLIMATE FUND MANAGERS: €75M
  - WATER FACILITY

- WWF: €30M
  - ORIGINATION FACILITY

- FMO: €55M
  - LAND USE FACILITY

- PROJECT GRADUATION
  - Business cases graduate from ideas to full implementation using lifecycle financing

- THEMATIC FOCUS
  - Water, Environmental Protection, Agriculture, Forestry

- LANDSCAPE
  - Integrated approach to project identification and collaboration
The case studies cover water & sanitation, forestry, climate-smart agriculture, environmental protection and renewable energy in Asia, Africa, Europe and Latin America.

**Bankable Nature Solutions Blueprints** serves an introduction to bankable nature solutions and presents 13 case studies that offer different solutions that generate a financial return and have a positive impact on nature and climate.
Submit your ideas for investment!

https://www.worldstartup.co/opportunities/dfcd